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Fitch Affirms Ventas at 'BBB+'; Assigns First-Time CP Rating
Fitch Ratings - New York - 18 January 2019: Fitch Ratings has affirmed the ratings of Ventas, Inc. (NYSE: VTR), including the Issuer Default
Rating (IDR), at 'BBB+' and maintained the Rating Outlook at Stable. Fitch has also assigned a 'F2' short-term rating to Ventas Realty, L.P.'s
commercial paper program. A full list of rating actions is provided below.
The 'BBB+' ratings and Stable Outlook reflect the issuer's diversified health care real estate portfolio, its strong and improving credit metrics
and above-average access to capital in the REIT sector. Partially offsetting these strengths is the potential for higher volatility in operating cash
flows through the cycle given the company's ownership of senior housing operating properties where it is exposed to the operating cash flows
rather than triple-net leased properties. The ratings also consider the extent to which Ventas is willing to pursue large transactions, particularly
into less favored and/or fragmented sectors where it believes it can achieve higher returns as a consolidator. Fitch believes investments in
such sectors may generate higher yields but, by definition, do not benefit from the same depth of demand from lenders or buyers and thus may
not provide the same degree of contingent liquidity.
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KEY RATING DRIVERS

Leverage Moderated; Consistent with Financial Policies: Fitch anticipates Ventas' leverage will sustain in the mid- to high-5x range through
2021, which is adequate for a 'BBB+' rated healthcare REIT and consistent with their financial policies that inform the rating. VTR largely used
disposition proceeds and loan repayments to retire debt, bringing leverage to 5.4x for the TTM ending Sept. 30, 2018. Fitch expects VTR will
continue to fund net acquisitions and development primarily through dispositions, assuming low-single-digit same-store growth.
Durable Operating Cash Flow Despite Headwinds: More durable cash flows as a result of portfolio diversification by property type is a key
tenet of healthcare REIT ratings. This expectation has largely come to fruition with strength in the medical office building and university-based
life science and innovation portfolios blunting some of the effects of headwinds in senior housing. A primary factor supporting VTR's ratings is
the durability of operating cash flows with same-store net operating income (SSNOI) growth of 1.3%-2.6% in the first three quarters of 2018
despite senior housing operating performance of -3.1% to 0.7%.
Senior housing is the most oversupplied commercial real estate sector as measured by deliveries as a percentage of inventory with developers
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10059875
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outpacing the rate at which the aging demographics have demanded it. Healthcare REITs, including VTR, have responded to tenant operators'
declining capacity to meet rent through some combination of rent reductions, joint closure and/or sale of underperforming facilities and
conversion of some leased properties to RIDEA where the REIT realizes the underlying property's economics. Fitch views these changes to be
prudent long-term actions by REITs despite obvious negative effects of foregone rental revenue, the potential for higher RIDEA exposure and
the potential influence of these actions on cost of and access to capital.
Higher Operating Exposure Increases Direct Volatility: Senior housing properties where VTR realizes the operating performance economics
(i.e. RIDEA) comprised 31% of NOI and 56% of annualized revenue at Sept. 30, 2018. Fitch views the contractual and visible cash flows
provided by triple-net leases more favorably than those from RIDEA assets assuming comparable property quality and cost. Fitch's ratings for
VTR and other healthcare REITs with RIDEA portfolios have assumed that the through-cycle operating cash flow volatility will be comparable
to multifamily. This assumption is based on both the resident length of stay /lease terms and reported operating performance for senior
housing operators when public. Fitch is paying particular attention to how REITs with material senior-housing operating portfolios perform, as
this is the first test of how they will perform through a cycle given they were principally triple-net leased portfolios during the last cycle.
Stable Management Team, Willing to Pivot: Ventas' management team is tenured and well-regarded within the industry. Ventas had the
foresight to divest of its skilled nursing portfolio through the Care Capital Properties spin-off, ahead of the deterioration in tenant operating
fundamentals that has led to the tenant bankruptcy and lease restructurings currently underway elsewhere. Fitch views Ventas' management
team as a factor in its above-average access to capital.
Partially balancing these positives is Ventas' willingness to pivot the portfolio into fragmented asset classes via large transactions (i.e. the foray
into hospitals via the Ardent Health Services transactions in 2015 and 2017 and university-based life science and innovation assets via the
Wexford transaction in 2016). On the margin, the transactions do not materially alter VTR's credit profile from a qualitative or quantitative
perspective given offsetting elements across the transactions. Instead they demonstrate the issuer pursuing large transactions to enter or exit
sub-sectors, particularly into less favored/fragmented ones where it believes it can achieve higher returns as a consolidator. While the less
favored asset classes such as hospitals may generate higher yields, they do not benefit from the same depth of demand from lenders or
buyers and, thus may not provide unsecured bondholders with the same contingent liquidity.
Stable Outlook: The Stable Outlook reflects Fitch's expectation that leverage will sustain in the 5.5x-6x range that the 'BBB+' rating considers.
Future positive momentum will be governed by the issuer's financial policies coupled with the quality of its assets relative to the broader REIT
universe and access to capital relative to the broader Corporates universe. Future negative momentum will likely be governed by unforeseen
tenant credit issues or a larger than expected downturn in senior housing.
DERIVATION SUMMARY

Ventas' ratings reflect the issuer's diversified and high quality portfolio of healthcare real estate and its conservative financial policies. The
ratings also reflect Ventas' above-average access to capital relative to both healthcare REITs specifically and the broader REIT universe.
Ventas and Welltower, Inc. (BBB+/Stable) are the highest rated healthcare REITs due to the generally comparable aforementioned factors.
Both REITs are rated above HCP, Inc. (BBB/Positive), though Fitch expects the gap in leverage and access to capital between the issuers is
narrowing after HCP's asset sales and equity issuance. The three largest healthcare REITs are rated higher than smaller and/or more narrowly
focused healthcare REITs such as Healthcare Realty Trust (BBB/Positive), Sabra Health Care REIT (BBB-/Negative) and Omega Healthcare
Investors, Inc. (BBB-/Stable) due to relative access to capital and Sabra Health Care REIT's and Omega Healthcare Investors, Inc.'s larger
exposure to skilled nursing facilities. Fitch links and synchronizes the IDRs of the parent REIT and subsidiary operating partnership due to the
entities operating as a single enterprise with strong legal and operational ties
KEY ASSUMPTIONS

- VTR SSNOI growth is in the low-single-digits with the MOB and university-based life science properties offsetting some of the senior housing
headwinds;
- VTR funds net investment activity with some combination of dispositions and/or equity such that leverage sustains at least below 6x;
- VTR continues to maintain stronger relative access to capital than most other healthcare REITs.
RATING SENSITIVITIES

While Fitch does not envision positive rating momentum in the near term, the following may have a positive impact on VTR's ratings and/or
Outlook:
Developments That May, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Positive Rating Action
- Fitch's expectation of leverage (net debt to recurring operating EBITDA) sustaining below 4.5x;
- Fitch's expectation of fixed-charge coverage sustaining above 4x;
- Fitch's expectation of unencumbered asset coverage of unsecured debt (UA/UD), at a stressed 8.5% capitalization rate, sustaining above
4x;
- Demonstrated market-leading capital markets access across the broader REIT universe and comparable to 'A' category Corporates.
Developments That May, Individually or Collectively, Lead to Negative Rating Action
- Increased cash flow volatility through-the-cycle due to RIDEA exposure. Change in same-store net operating income may be a proxy for
comparable cash flow from operations;
- Fitch's expectation of leverage (net debt to recurring operating EBITDA) sustaining above 6x;
- Fitch's expectation of fixed-charge coverage sustaining below 3x.
LIQUIDITY AND DEBT STRUCTURE
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Liquidity Coverage Appropriate: Fitch estimates VTR's sources of liquidity (unrestricted cash, availability under its $3 billion revolving credit
facility, and retained FCF after projected acquisitions and divestitures) to be sufficient to cover debt maturities and other committed
expenditures by almost 3x through 2019. VTR maintains $2.5 billion of capacity on its unsecured revolver at Sept. 30, 2018 and has a wellladdered debt maturity schedule with no year of maturities at 10% or more of total debt until 2022.
Appropriate Contingent Liquidity: VTR's dividend policies do not have a material influence on the rating. The company neither retains
significant amounts of capital with a below average payout ratio nor does it payout more than it generates. Fitch estimates that unencumbered
assets cover unsecured debt by more than 2x on a stressed basis, which is above the 2x level typical of investment grade REITs. VTR's has
historically maintained coverage around 2.0x, but has periodically dropped below that level.
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ADJUSTMENTS

Historical and projected recurring operating EBITDA is adjusted to add back non-cash stock-based compensation and include operating
income from discontinued operations.
Additional information is available on www.fitchratings.com
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Copyright © 2018 by Fitch Ratings, Inc., Fitch Ratings Ltd. and its subsidiaries. 33 Whitehall Street, NY, NY 10004. Telephone: 1-800-7534824, (212) 908-0500. Fax: (212) 480-4435. Reproduction or retransmission in whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All rights
reserved. In issuing and maintaining its ratings and in making other reports (including forecast information), Fitch relies on factual information it
receives from issuers and underwriters and from other sources Fitch believes to be credible. Fitch conducts a reasonable investigation of the
factual information relied upon by it in accordance with its ratings methodology, and obtains reasonable verification of that information from
independent sources, to the extent such sources are available for a given security or in a given jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual
investigation and the scope of the third-party verification it obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated security and its issuer, the
requirements and practices in the jurisdiction in which the rated security is offered and sold and/or the issuer is located, the availability and
nature of relevant public information, access to the management of the issuer and its advisers, the availability of pre-existing third-party
verifications such as audit reports, agreed-upon procedures letters, appraisals, actuarial reports, engineering reports, legal opinions and other
reports provided by third parties, the availability of independent and competent third- party verification sources with respect to the particular
security or in the particular jurisdiction of the issuer, and a variety of other factors. Users of Fitch's ratings and reports should understand that
neither an enhanced factual investigation nor any third-party verification can ensure that all of the information Fitch relies on in connection with
a rating or a report will be accurate and complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers are responsible for the accuracy of the information
they provide to Fitch and to the market in offering documents and other reports. In issuing its ratings and its reports, Fitch must rely on the
work of experts, including independent auditors with respect to financial statements and attorneys with respect to legal and tax matters.
Further, ratings and forecasts of financial and other information are inherently forward-looking and embody assumptions and predictions about
future events that by their nature cannot be verified as facts. As a result, despite any verification of current facts, ratings and forecasts can be
affected by future events or conditions that were not anticipated at the time a rating or forecast was issued or affirmed.
The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of any kind, and Fitch does not represent or warrant
that the report or any of its contents will meet any of the requirements of a recipient of the report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to the
creditworthiness of a security. This opinion and reports made by Fitch are based on established criteria and methodologies that Fitch is
continuously evaluating and updating. Therefore, ratings and reports are the collective work product of Fitch and no individual, or group of
individuals, is solely responsible for a rating or a report. The rating does not address the risk of loss due to risks other than credit risk, unless
such risk is specifically mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale of any security. All Fitch reports have shared authorship. Individuals
identified in a Fitch report were involved in, but are not solely responsible for, the opinions stated therein. The individuals are named for contact
purposes only. A report providing a Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a substitute for the information assembled, verified and presented to
investors by the issuer and its agents in connection with the sale of the securities. Ratings may be changed or withdrawn at any time for any
reason in the sole discretion of Fitch. Fitch does not provide investment advice of any sort. Ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or
hold any security. Ratings do not comment on the adequacy of market price, the suitability of any security for a particular investor, or the taxexempt nature or taxability of payments made in respect to any security. Fitch receives fees from issuers, insurers, guarantors, other obligors,
and underwriters for rating securities. Such fees generally vary from US$1,000 to US$750,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent) per
issue. In certain cases, Fitch will rate all or a number of issues issued by a particular issuer, or insured or guaranteed by a particular insurer or
guarantor, for a single annual fee. Such fees are expected to vary from US$10,000 to US$1,500,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent).
The assignment, publication, or dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not constitute a consent by Fitch to use its name as an expert in
connection with any registration statement filed under the United States securities laws, the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the
United Kingdom, or the securities laws of any particular jurisdiction. Due to the relative efficiency of electronic publishing and distribution, Fitch
research may be available to electronic subscribers up to three days earlier than to print subscribers.
For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia Pty Ltd holds an Australian financial services license (AFS license
no. 337123) which authorizes it to provide credit ratings to wholesale clients only. Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not intended
to be used by persons who are retail clients within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001
Fitch Ratings, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization
(the "NRSRO"). While certain of the NRSRO's credit rating subsidiaries are listed on Item 3 of Form NRSRO and as such are authorized to
issue credit ratings on behalf of the NRSRO (see https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory (https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory)),
other credit rating subsidiaries are not listed on Form NRSRO (the "non-NRSROs") and therefore credit ratings issued by those subsidiaries
are not issued on behalf of the NRSRO. However, non-NRSRO personnel may participate in determining credit ratings issued by or on behalf
of the NRSRO.

SOLICITATION STATUS
The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained at the request of the rated entity/issuer or a related third party. Any exceptions
follow below.

Endorsement Policy
Fitch's approach to ratings endorsement so that ratings produced outside the EU may be used by regulated entities within the EU for
regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU Regulation with respect to credit rating agencies, can be found on the EU Regulatory
Disclosures (https://www.fitchratings.com/regulatory) page. The endorsement status of all International ratings is provided within the entity
summary page for each rated entity and in the transaction detail pages for all structured finance transactions on the Fitch website. These
disclosures are updated on a daily basis.

Fitch Updates Terms of Use & Privacy Policy
We have updated our Terms of Use (https://www.thefitchgroup.com/site/termsofuse) and Privacy Policies (https://www.thefitchgroup.com/site/privacy)
which cover all of Fitch Group's websites. Learn more. (https://www.thefitchgroup.com/site/policies)
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